NEWSLETTER no 12 Midwinter Spring 2020
Dear Member
Thank you to all who have rejoined this year. It is always good to have your support. If you
haven’t yet had the opportunity to renew, you can do so either by post to Ian or else at our
members’ meetings at the Nottingham Mechanics.
SNEINTON PEOPLE by Dave Ablitt
Five Leaves Press £5

Some thirty years ago Ian was asked one
Monday morning at work how he had spent
his weekend. He replied that he had been
on a coachtrip to Sheringham, driven by
our member Peter Hammond and organised
by Sneinton Environmental Society.
“Sneinton Environmental Society? That’s
a contradiction in terms!” came the
astonished reply. Ian in his turn explained
that this was certainly not the case, and one
of the people who can be lauded for
changing our perception of Sneinton is
Dave Ablitt. During the 1980s Dave coedited the Sneinton Magazine, and
conducted a number of interviews with a
wide variety of local residents, and these
have recently been republished by Five
Leaves Publications.
Of the seven people interviewed, we knew
one very well and Ian saw a lot of another
prominent local citizen. John Hose served
on the Civic Society executive board for a
number of years, and we used also to see him regularly at the Royal Concert Hall. And other
places. Ian recalls nipping into town one Saturday afternoon and bumping into John in
Parliament Street. Protesting that he was in a rush (which he was), Ian was told in no
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uncertain terms that he had time to come into the Blue Bell for “a quick one”. Aware that it
was a sin against charity to refuse, Ian complied and staggered across to his bus an hour or so
later, uplifted as always by the company he had just kept.
John’s remarkable career was fully shown in Dave’s obituary of him (in our Newsletter 2,
Autumn 2016). Another remarkable career was that of Fr John Tyson, vicar of the
wonderful church of St Stephen in Sneinton, who held an annual service of the blessing of
pets there and who was chaplain to the Theatre Royal. A beautifully-decorated church in the
Anglo-Catholic tradition, St Stephen’s is a wonderful place to sing in, as Ian discovered when
as a member of the Sinfonia Chorale he twice sang at orchestral masses there during the
Nottingham Festival. Fr Tyson made the cinema screens in 1959 in a British Pathé newsreel
called Teddy Boys Help Church (easily googled – trendy vicars note that you can reach out to
unexpected members of your flock and at the same time keep solemn worship), although a
reference to the film caused another parishioner to recall:
“My sister married [at St Stephen’s] in 1968. I was a bridesmaid. We had to fetch Father
Tyson out of The Fox to marry her.”
Of Edgar Pownall, Dave observes: It must be strange to be the owner of a name which has
become part of the local language, but he has mixed feelings: “I’ve often heard people say
that the place was a mess ‘like bloody Jacky Pownall’s yard.’ But they usually apoplogise
when they realise who I am.”
Jacky Pownall was Edgar’s grandfather. Edgar was educated at the Ragged School in
Sneinton Market, where a fellow pupil was future bandleader Cyril Stapleton. The family
business having come to an end with the deaths of his father and grandfather, Edgar struck
out on his own in 1931, scrap being a very lucrative business by the outbreak of war eight
years later. Eventually retiring to Bakersfield, Edgar never forgot the Ragged School and
later purchased the building; it graces Sneinton Market today as the headquarters of the
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust.
Opposite St Stephen’s church stands the birthplace of William Booth. One of Dave’s
interviewees, John Tidmarsh, was an officer of the Salvation Army who knew exactly what
help at least some of his clients needed because he too had “been there”, as a heroin addict,
confidence trickster, thief and alcoholic. Indeed his first contact with the Salvation Army
had been when he stayed at one of their hostels intending to steal from it. The care he got
there, and from another Salvationist who had, he revealed, had an equally chequered career,
brought John Tidmarsh to the work he was doing when Dave met him.
A different sort of army provided the background to first world war veteran Charles Allcock,
whose war memoirs take up most of his interview. But he had interesting origins; his
grandparents lived at Dale Farm, whose demolition and resultant empty site continues to
provoke anger today (it is opposite Sneinton Police Station).
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And a different sort of military situation provides the background to Dave’s last interviewees,
Sandy and Iradge Ashfar, refugees from Ayatollah Khomeini and the Iran-Iraq war who
provide many insights into the multicultural Britain of the time.
The interviews have not been changed from the original published texts, so what has been
produced is several snapshots, taken from a wide variety of perspectives, of Sneinton in the
nineteen-eighties.
CHARLES JENCKS 1939-2019
If you don’t know the name of Charles Jencks you’ll
be familiar with that of his wife Maggie through the
Maggie’s Centres which can be found in a number of
our hospitals: we have one at the City Hospital,
designed by Piers Gough with interior by Paul Smith
and opened in 2011. Piers Gough was a pupil of
Jencks, who coined the term Post-Modernism and
who lived according to his principles, occupying a house in Holland Park reconfigured with
the help of [Sir] Terry Farrell. We all have different ways of organising our books; Jencks
kept his architecture books in bookshelves shaped like a building from the period that
particular volumes represented, the whole effect being not unlike that of Sir John Soane’s
museum in Holborn. In Jencks’s house for example is a Jacuzzi created by Piers Gough that
is an inversion of the dome of Borromini’s church of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane in
Rome. Other designers of Maggie’s Centres, who all gave their services free, include
Richard Rogers, Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, and Frank Gehry who did the Walt Disney
concert hall in Los Angeles which has an organ, for which Ian has written programme notes,
whose front pipes are said to resemble French Fries in a cone (Gehry originally wanted the
player to be suspended in a cage halfway up the instrument, but was persuaded otherwise).
TED CULLINAN 1931-2019
One of Ted Cullinan’s earliest memories was watching the Crystal Palace burn down in
November 1936. In 2009 he was on a jury choosing the best building of the past 175 years,
and the Crystal Palace made it to the last two. But Cullinan didn’t go for sentiment or
childhood nostalgia, preferring the Glasgow School of Art, which by a terrible irony suffered
the same fate.
Cullinan said that handcraft (Glasgow) trumped prefabrication, and his great enthusiasm lay
in the Arts and Crafts tradition, although his early works involved him in modernism,
admiring Le Corbusier’s chapel at Ronchamp and working with Denys Lasdun on the
University of East Anglia and the Royal College of Physicians. More in accord with his later
principles was the visitor centre at Fountains Abbey, a building he was no doubt familiar with
from his schooldays not far away at Ampleforth.
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If a personal note may be added, it concerns Cullinan’s conversion of the Charles Cryer
Studio Theatre at Carshalton in Surrey, pictured below and named after the man who with his
colleague Richard James first got Ian involved in working with the arts.

Photo G Rogers (Rodge500)
PLANNING MATTERS by Hilary Brindley
Good News! On 22 January the Edwardian Tram Depot building at Turney Street was listed
Grade II. So yet another listed building in the proposed Old Meadows conservation area:
the tally includes the Embankment pub, the nearby public toilets, the art deco bandstand
along the Embankment and Wilford Suspension Bridge, plus two other fine buildings, St
Faith’s church and the library. Just outside the proposed conservation area are the listed
churches of St Saviour and St George, both by R C Sutton (St George’s was later extended by
G F Bodley and Cecil Hare).
The creation of the New Meadows in the 1970s and early 1980s was undoubtedly wellintentioned but led to many problems, and concern has been expressed for a long time about
restoring connectivity between that area and the city centre.
However, disappointingly, at the former Plumb Centre site (fronting Queen’s Drive, Traffic
Street and Waterway Street West) the bulky building which has previously been described as
‘lumpen’ will be now be taller. When combined with another adjacent tall building at
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Sentinel House in Traffic Street (as yet undetermined) there will be a “wall” of large
buildings interrupting views into the city centre from the Meadows at this point.
A view corridor focused upon the Castle previously safeguarded the area from tall buildings.
However, the decision to allow the Unity Square office block (HMRC building immediately
opposite the Station) now means this view is interrupted. Consequently, one of the
Arkwright Street / Crocus Street site developers have re-submitted their previously approved
scheme, this time with a 12-storey building fronting Sheriff’s Way stating that, as the view
corridor is now blocked by new buildings, there is no reason why they shouldn’t have a tall
building on their site too.
Nottingham Station clocktower as a landmark is therefore likely to be further overshadowed
by yet another tall building nearby.
Meanwhile at the London Road Island site, the proposed tower in front of the Lace Market
Cliff will be half a storey higher instead of dealing with the high water-table issues below
ground.
To conclude with some more good news: Heritage Action Zone funds are being offered to
replace unsightly shopfronts with designs more suitable to the architecture of the original
buildings within three city centre conservation areas. There are a number of good schemes
in the pipeline including one which will refurbish the street frontage to the Lower Parliament
Bus Depot at nos 2 – 24 Southwell Road within the Sneinton Market Conservation Area.
The results when complete should represent a considerable enhancement to the appearance of
that conservation area. Additionally, there are now similar plans to revamp the shopfronts in
Wheeler Gate.
Local List Consultation
The process of getting some formal recognition for buildings on the Local List has finally
taken a step forward with the City Council carrying out Consultation on the first tranche of
buildings considered to merit Local List status by a Panel (the Civic Society is represented by
Ian Wells).
The Panel is concentrating on buildings outside conservation areas first as they are at the
greatest risk of demolition without any protection from the planning system. As part of this
process, the Council is setting up a system whereby members of the public can put forward
individual buildings as suitable candidate – supplying the necessary background information /
justification by filling in the details online. This new system is promised to be up and
running in the next few weeks.
OFF THE PATCH
Lutterell Hall in the middle of West Bridgford has been listed Grade II. It is the work of A J
Thraves, who did a not-dissimilar hall in Wilford Village. Thraves’s prominent buildings in
Nottingham include the former Majestic cinema in Mapperley, recently featured in the
newsletter, and the NatWest bank on Valley Road opposite his son’s Futurist cinema.
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THE GREAT NOTTINGHAM INCLOSURE WALK by June Perry
Its Origins
When the ‘Friends of the Forest’ was first set up in 2001 we were naturally concerned with
our own park, but as we cast around for facts to support our hopes for the future appreciation
of this great, and at that time much neglected and derided, open space the 1845 Inclosure Act,
Nottingham, St. Mary’s Parish, began to have greater significance. Like most people in
Nottingham, we had vaguely heard of it but did not yet appreciate its current legality in
controlling what happened on not just our park, the Forest, but on 130 acres of open space
around the city centre.
It turned out that these had been planned by the city fathers of those days to provide room to
move and fresh air to breathe in the newly developing but still smoke-ridden and crowded
town. The old town had been very small for its population and extremely densely inhabited,
so that land taken from round the edge of the town was still within easy reach on foot.
At first it was planned to make effectively a circular Walk around the old town, with a few
recreation grounds where most required. Plans changed as new ideas appeared and an
Arboretum to match, or surpass, Derby’s new arboretum was soon a key requirement. The
Walks were reduced to a length of three miles, still passing by, or through, the other parks.
With two gaps caused by crossing the old town and along St Anns Well Road, it is still
possible to walk mostly on grass and under trees for five miles from by the river Trent near
Wilford Bridge to the Inclosure Oak on the Forest.
As the Act was signed by Queen Victoria at the end of June 1845, we hold the Walk on a
Sunday near that date, avoiding major competing events as far as possible.
Our Intention
Having discovered what an amazing heritage Nottingham has, and that most people,
including ourselves, most councillors and council officials, were quite ignorant of it, we
decided that we should try to link up with the other ARGs in the city and do something about
it. Those other parts of the country which were allotted recreation ground in their Inclosure
acts were lucky if they received one or two acres. Many got none, and it was quoted at an
enquiry later on that Eastwood, which was famed for its 15-acre cricket ground lost it all.
Why? Because all those who might have complained were employed by the landowner or
his friends and lived in their houses.
We worked out an itinerary, tried it out one Sunday morning, and set about organising a free
public event to show and explain this land to our fellow citizens. And we have been doing it
annually ever since.
The Itinerary
The pieces of “Allotted Recreation Ground” as they are called, are more or less linked up
already, except for Queens Walk, which is separated from most of the remainder which are
on a northern semicircle of the old town. Queens Walk has been eroded by, first, the
rebuilding of the Meadows which involved cutting off about a quarter of its length at the
station end, and then the extension of the tram taking the centre of the walk for its tracks. So
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the fine view from the station to the riverside as the first glimpse for travellers to Nottingham
was removed, and the view back to the church of St Mary made more difficult.

Queens Walk
After Queens Walk Park, which is next to the Walk, the old town must be crossed to reach
the next ARG. This one is Victoria Park, which had started life as Meadow Platt Cricket
Ground, but later in the century was refashioned as Victoria Park with attractions for the
numerous children, roundabout, trees and a drinking fountain. It is next door to an old
cemetery, known as the cholera cemetery, where Bendigo’s monument can be seen. This
last, however is not part of the ARGs but the wall between has now been opened and the
tombstones removed to create additional green space.

Robin Hood Chase

Corporation Oaks
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After following St Anns Well Road to the bottom of Robin Hood Chase, the route is almost
continuous. From The Chase to Corporation Oaks, St Ann’s Hill, Elm Avenue, the
Arboretum Approach, the Arboretum, The General Cemetery, Waterloo Promenade and the
Forest the only break is from the top of the cemetery at Canning Circus to Forest Road West,
and the backstreets between these have their own historic and visual interest.

We decided to finish the Inclosure Walk at the Inclosure Oak (above), which commemorates
the final Award of the Act, partly because it seems an appropriate place to do so and partly
because the Rock Cemetery, just beyond, is one step too far for most walkers. In 2015 a
second Inclosure Oak was planted ceremoniously by the secretary of the Open Spaces
Society, to celebrate the passing of 150 years since the planting of the first oak, with a visit
from the “Sheffield Giants” and a Morris Team.
Both cemeteries are part of the ARGs because each had an extra 4 acres added from the 130
acres, and both are laid out as park cemeteries with the Victorian idea that they would be used
for pleasurable walks, much as the Parks themselves are.
The two cemeteries have many interesting interments and their own histories to tell, so that a
couple of hours is not too long for a visit. There are specific visits with historical talks
arranged over the summer for each cemetery by other organisations including the Civic
Society, so we can recommend these to those whose appetites are whetted by our quick visit.
Those who would like to do this walk by themselves will find an informative and picturesque
guide on sale at the Five Leaves Bookshop, off Long Row East near the Council House.
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The Inclosure Walk has been run very successfully now for 17 years, with some stalwart
supporters joining in every time. A different person has started it every year, and Eddie
Curry, our very efficient Head of Parks and Open Spaces, introduced it last July and very
appropriately he figures on the video made of the 2019 Walk. The video, made by Georgi
Scurfield of Left Lion, is easily seen on Youtube/videos/The Inclosure Walk.
In 2020, the 18th Walk will be on Sunday 28th June and we hope to make it a celebration of
our unique heritage. We are engaged in getting the 5 miles made a Town Trail with
information boards set at intervals, to match the places marked with numbers on the map that
has been available from the beginning. The idea is that anyone coming across one of the
boards will realise just where they are, what is to be seen in either direction and how to get
there. Many people who know well their little part of the trail are surprised to discover how
it links with the rest.
Local bodies are being approached to contribute to the funds required and we are keen that
the money for this comes from such sources rather than outside bodies so that we all have a
stake in the venture. So thank you very much to Nottingham Civic Society for the £2,000
donated. This will then be in the spirit of those who originally created the Walks and Parks
that make the circuit. As was reported in the Nottinghamshire Guardian of 5th June, 1851:
“It is a matter of honest pride and sincere gratification to us to witness the exertions which have been
made, and are still being made, by the municipal authorities of this town, in connection with the
Inclosure Commissioners, to secure so many delightful walks and recreation grounds for the free use
of the people, as shall scarcely leave them room to regret the loss of their ancient free right to ramble,
at one season or another, without let or hindrance, over all the beautiful and extensive lands of their
native township. When the Arboretum is completed we trust there will be found provided for the
thousands of our population, young and old, rich and poor, an opportunity for outdoor recreations in
a retreat, at once elegant and rural, where they may enjoy the festivities of the Whitsuntide holidays . .
. . In addition to every other delight to the population around us which we feel persuaded will be
derived from the magnificent planted walks and avenues, and the noble Arboretum in course of
construction and arrangement, will be the proud satisfaction that they owe nothing of all this beauty
and grandeur to the favour of any one individual or number of benevolent or patriotic individuals, but
that it is their own: the creation entirely of their own wealth, and upheld by the proceeds of their own
industry. And this feeling, the noblest which can be entertained by social men, will cause them,
through the future years, cheerfully to contribute, according to their respective means, to the funds
necessary to be levied for carrying the enlightened projects of the town council fully into effect.”

This reference to ‘one individual’ is, I think, pointing out that Derby’s arboretum, although
ten years older, was given by the manufacturer Strutt, whereas ours belonged truly to us all as
it was part of the land we were dividing out from the old fields. The Inhabitant
Householders, who had proved their claims to the Inclosure Commissioners, had stated from
the start that any land they might be allotted would be given to maintain the Recreation
Grounds, and so that is what happened, it was awarded to the Corporation in trust for that
purpose, a little over three acres, which is one of the few sections of the Act still valid and
should be bringing in a nice little income for that purpose.
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Nottingham should be proud of this inheritance, which is unique in the kingdom. In 1869 a
district of 6,196 acres were enclosed but only 9 were kept for public purposes, 3 for
recreation and 6 for “field gardens”, what we now call allotments. In 1872 the Marquis of
Salisbury opposed any public allocations and they were henceforth dropped. We were very
lucky.
If you would like to donate personally there is a site organised for this by the Nottingham Open
Spaces Forum.
http://nosf.org.uk/town-trails-fund.html

TWO MORE FOR YOUR BOOKSHELF

HOMES & PLACES by Chris Matthews
Nottingham City Homes £9.99
ART DECO BRITAIN – BUILDINGS OF THE INTER-WAR YEARS by Elain Harwood
Batsford £25
Hilary writes: Sitting here in North Nottingham with two books focused on post-Great War Britain, it
is difficult not to look out on the first February sleet and snow of 2020 without imagining what
soldiers might have hoped for were they to be fortunate enough to survive their most dreadful
circumstances.
It is a matter of pride that the City of Nottingham showed its concern for its returned volunteers and
conscripts creating “Homes fit for Heroes to live in.” Nottingham was one of the first cities in Great
Britain to address the issue of good, secure, affordable housing for groups such as the returning
servicemen.
In 1919 the first Nottingham City housing estate
was established on Stockhill Lane, an event
commemorated a century later by the unveiling of
a plaque, jointly promoted and installed by the
Nottingham Civic Society and Nottingham City
Homes and eye-catchingly placed between groundand first-floor windows.
Nottingham City Council went on to design and
develop further “council house” estates on the
outskirts of the city, demonstrating attractive
individual designs (many by Cecil Howitt, City
Architect and designer of the Council House in the
Old Market Square) and providing roomy, green-surrounded accommodation.
The development of Nottingham’s social housing has now been documented in Homes and Places, a
fascinating, beautifully-illustrated and meticulously-detailed account of social housing from the
horrors of the nineteenth-century “courts” to the modern approach of varied accommodation. One of
the most recent developments, Lenton Gardens behind the Savoy Cinema, is in fact the next recipient
of a Civic Society Commendation.
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Covering much the same timescale of mid-twentieth century British architectural design, although
generally on a grander scale, is Elain Harwood’s latest book, Art Deco Britain.
Elain is a well-known, much-loved and respected architectural historian, and we are fortunate that she
has always been so generous with her time in coming to lecture to the Society on her latest projects.
In October 2019 she came to Nottingham for the Keith Train lecture, based on her recent research and
the book that arose from this, copies of which were very quickly snapped up at the meeting. Elain
takes as her theme the different styles of building influenced by the Art Deco movement, with an
illuminating introductory essay, detailed descriptions of individual buildings and stunning
photography, beautifully reproduced. Buildings range from the ornate Graeco-Egyptian taste (have a
look at our Council House) to what we have come to think of as the curvilinear “Pure Poirot”.
On the cover is a delightful representation of one of my favourites – Battersea Power Station, which I
have admired for more years than I care to remember!
Nottingham has its curvilinear “Pure Poirot” too, and a building which well exemplifies it is the
former Capitol Cinema on Alfreton Road near the junction with Gregory Boulevard. The work of
Reginald W Cooper, dating from 1936 and listed Grade II, it is now the Mount Zion Apostolic
Church. Sadly it is on the Heritage at Risk register, and it is earnestly hoped that the people who
currently care for the building can be helped with its essential repairs. It is a landmark.
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AND FINALLY . . .
Is this a Farina-designed Austin Cambridge that we see before us?
Gordon House in its automotive heyday.

Best wishes
Hilary Silvester

Ian Wells

hilarysilvester2002@gmail.com

ianwells62@gmail.com
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